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1
$A$ $n$ $t_{A}^{wo}(n)$ ,
$A$ $n$ \mbox{\boldmath $\mu$} $t_{A}^{av,\mu}(n)$
, $t_{A}^{av,\mu}(n)\leq Aw\circ(n)$ , $t_{A}^{1\nabla O}(n)$ , $n$ $t_{A}^{av,\mu}(n)$
. Li &Vita\acute nyi([2] ) , a
priori probability” ( (a priori measure”)
\mbox{\boldmath $\mu$} , $A$ $t_{A}^{av,\mu}(n)$
$t_{A}^{w\circ}(n)$ ,
$A$ $c(>0)$ , $n$
$t_{A}^{v;0}(n)\leq ct_{A}^{av,\mu}(n)$ ,
. $Miltersen[3]$ , \mbox{\boldmath $\mu$}
“malign probability” ( (($malign$ measure”) , .
, malign probability , a priori measure
,
“strongly malign probability” . a priori probability
strongly malign probability ,
.
2
$\Sigma=\{0,1\}$ 2 0,1 , $\Sigma^{n}$ \Sigma $n$
, $\Sigma^{*}$ \Sigma 0\cup \Sigma 1\cup \Sigma 2\cup . .. . \Sigma * , $x$
measure , \Sigma * $R$ ( ) \mbox{\boldmath $\mu$} , $x$ \mbox{\boldmath $\mu$}(x) $\geq 0$
\mbox{\boldmath $\mu$}(\Sigma *) $<\infty$ (L\Sigma * \mbox{\boldmath $\mu$}(L) \Sigma x\in L\mbox{\boldmath $\mu$}(x)
).
$f,$ $g$ $N$ $R$ ( \Sigma * R) , $c(>0)$
$n$ $f(n)\leq cg^{(}n)$ , $f_{\sim}<g$ . $f_{\sim}<g$ $g_{\sim}<f$




\Sigma * , ( ) \Sigma *
. $A$ $x$ ( “undefined’ )
\phi A(x) .
$A$ $x$ ( “undefined”)
$time_{A}(x)$ , Blum 2 (Blum , [1])
(1) $\phi_{A}(x)$ $\Leftrightarrow time_{A}(x)$ ,
(2) $A,$ $x,t$ $time_{A}(x)\leq t$ ’ ,
( \(‘undefined’) ) $time_{A}(x)$ ,
.
time$A(x)$ 1 , $A$
$t_{A}^{wo}(n)$ , measure \mbox{\boldmath $\mu$} $t_{A}^{av,\mu}(n)$ , $t_{A}^{VlO}(n)$
$= \max_{x\in\Sigma^{n}}time_{A}(’\cdot L\cdot),$ $t_{A}^{av,\mu}(n)=\Sigma_{x\in\Sigma^{n}}(\mu(x)/\mu(\Sigma^{n}))$ time$A(x)$ .
1 measure \mbox{\boldmath $\mu$} , 2 malign (‘ ” )
([3]) :
(i) $n$ \mbox{\boldmath $\mu$}(\Sigma n) $>0$ ,
(ii) $A$ , $t_{A}^{wo}(n)$
$\sim<t_{A}^{av,\mu}(n)$ .
3 a priori measure
$a$ priori measure ,
. , semicomputable measure .
measure \mbox{\boldmath $\mu$} , $\Sigma^{*}\cross N$ $Q$ $f$ , $n\leq n’$ $f(n)\leq f(n’)$
$\lim_{narrow\infty}f(x, n)=\mu(x)$ , semicomputable
( $Q$ #). semficomputable measure , semicomputable
measure \mbox{\boldmath $\mu$} \mbox{\boldmath $\mu$}\preceq \mbox{\boldmath $\mu$}\tilde , \mbox{\boldmath $\mu$}\tilde
. semicomputable measure $\tilde{\mu}$ , $a$ priori measure a
priori measure .
$a$ priori measure , prefix-free algorithm
. x, y \Sigma * yz=x z\in \Sigma * , y x prefix .
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$L\subseteq\Sigma^{*}$ , $x\in L$ $x$ $x$ prefix $L$ , prefix-free
. L prefix-free , \Sigma x\in L2- 1 .
$A$ , $\phi_{A}$ , { $x|\phi_{A}(x)$ } prefix-free
, prefix-free algorithm . prefix-free algorithm ,
Au : prefix-&ee algorithm $A$
$i$ , $x\in\Sigma^{*}$ \phi AU $(0^{i}1x)=\phi_{A}(x)$ . prefix-free
algorithm $A_{U}$ , prefix-free algorithm . , $A_{U}$ 1
.
$x\in\Sigma^{*}$ , $H(x)$ $P(x)$ :
$H(x)= \min\{|y||y\in\Sigma^{*},\phi_{A_{U}}(y)=x\}$ ,
$P(x)=\Sigma\{2^{-|y|}|y\in\Sigma^{*}, \phi_{A_{U}}(y)=x\}$ .
2 , $y\in\Sigma^{*},$ $\phi_{A_{U}}(y)=x$ $y$ 2-|y|
.
\mbox{\boldmath $\mu$} apriori measure , 2 , “\mbox{\boldmath $\mu$} semicomputable
, $\mu(x)\approx 2^{-H(x)}’$ , , 3 , “\mbox{\boldmath $\mu$} semi-
computable , $\mu(x)\approx P(x)$ , .
, $a$ priori measure . $a$ priori
measure 1 , \mbox{\boldmath $\mu$}\tilde .
$\not\in\Phi 1([2])$ $a$ priori measure malign .
, [2] . \mbox{\boldmath $\mu$} $a$ priori measure , $A$
, $n$ $time_{A}(x)$ $n$
$x$ ( ) $w(n)$ , $n$
$\mu(w(n))\geq c\mu(\Sigma^{n})$ $c(>0)$ ,
.
4 strongly malign measure
Li &Vit\’anyi $a$ priori measure malign measure
, . 2
, . , malign
measure , .
malign measure , ,
.
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,\tilde $n$ , $n$
1, 2, $\ldots,$ $n$ 2 ( 0,1
) . \Sigma n .
, n , \Sigma n
.
malign measure
, . , Li &Vit\’anyi
(a priori measure malign ” , m ign measure
, .
1 , \mbox{\boldmath $\mu$} apriori measure , n \mbox{\boldmath $\mu$}(w(n))
$/\mu(\Sigma^{n})\geq c$ $c(>0)$ , .
, $A,$ $B$ $w(n)$ \phi A(n) , $\Sigma^{n}$ \phi B-l(n) $(=\{x|\phi_{B}(x)=n\})$
. $a$ priori measure \mbox{\boldmath $\mu$} , “
$A,$ $B$ \iota $c(>0)$ , $\phi_{A}(n)$ $n$
$\mu(\phi_{A}(n))/\mu(\phi_{B}^{-1}(n))\geq c$ ” .
, measure .
measure strongly malign measure . Li &Vit\’anyi
a priori measure strongly malign ” ,
strongly malign 1 ( )
malign , .
2 measure \mbox{\boldmath $\mu$} , 2 strongly $m$ ign :
(i) $\mu(\Sigma^{*})>0$ ,
$(\ddot{u})$ $A,$ $B$ c $(>0)$ , $\phi_{A}(n)$
$n$ \mbox{\boldmath $\mu$}(\phi A(n))/\mbox{\boldmath $\mu$}(\phi B-l(n)) $\geq c$ .
$a$ priori measure strongly malign ,
( 4 1). strongly m ign malign
, .
$\not\in\Phi 2$ strongly malign measure malign .
( ) malign measure (i) . (ii)
, $A,$ $B$ \phi A(n) $=w(n),$ $\phi_{B}^{-1}(n)=\Sigma^{n}$
, 1 ( )
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fiiMl 3 strongly mahhgn malign measure .
( ) $\mu$ $a$ priori measure , \mbox{\boldmath $\mu$}’ \mbox{\boldmath $\mu$}’(x) $=\mu(x)/|x|$ measure .
1 $\mu$ malign , $|x|=n$ $\mu’(x)/\mu’(\Sigma^{n})=\mu(x)/\mu(\Sigma^{n})$ ,
$\mu’$ malign . $\lim_{narrow\infty}\mu’(\phi_{A}(n))/\mu’(\phi_{B}^{-1}(n))=0$
$A,$ $B$ , \mbox{\boldmath $\mu$}’ strongly malign . ( )
5 $a$ priori measure strongly malign measure
\Delta \langle , $a$ priori measure strongly malign measure .
, apriori measure strongly malign measure
.
4 measure $\mu$ 2 .
(1) $\mu$ apriori measure .
(2) $\mu$ 8 .
(i) $\mu$ semicomputable .
(ii) $\mu(\Sigma^{*})>0$ .
(iii) c $(>0)$ , $A,$ $B$ $\phi_{A}(n)$
$n$ , $\mu(\phi_{A}(n))/\mu(\phi_{B}^{-1}(n))\geq c\tilde{\mu}(A)\tilde{\mu}(B)$ .
( ) $\Rightarrow$ . $\mu$ apriori measure . (i) , (ii) .
(iii) , . $A$
, B , \phi B-l(n) , 3 \phi A(n)
. ,
$\mu(\phi_{A}(n))$ $\approx$ , $\phi_{A}(n)$




$\Leftarrow$ . $\mu$ $(i)\sim(iii)$ . $\Sigma^{*}$ $x_{0}$ ,.
. $B$ $\phi p^{1}(0)=\Sigma^{*}$ . $n$ $\phi_{A}(n)=$
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x0 A . $A$ x0 ,
$A$ . Ax $x_{0}$
$H(A_{x_{0}})\leq H(x_{0})+c_{1}$ $c_{1}$ . \mbox{\boldmath $\mu$}\tilde (Ax ) $\geq c_{2}\tilde{\mu}(x_{0})$
$c_{2}(>0)$ . , $\mu(x_{0})=\mu(\phi_{A_{x\text{ }}}(0))\geq c\tilde{\mu}(A_{x\text{ }})\tilde{\mu}(B)\mu(\phi_{B}^{-1}(0))\geq$
$cc_{2}\tilde{\mu}(x_{0})\tilde{\mu}(B)\mu(\Sigma^{*})$ . , $c_{3}=cc_{2}\tilde{\mu}(B)\mu(\Sigma^{*})(>0)$ ,
$x_{0}$ \mbox{\boldmath $\mu$}(x0) $\geq c_{3}\tilde{\mu}(x_{0})$ . $\mu$ semicomputable . $\mu$ $a$
priori measure ( )
1 $a$ priori measure strongly malign .
apriori measure 1 g$\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}$ 4 strongly malign measure
2) , 2 2 .
1 , apriori measure semicomputable , strongly m ign
measure semicomputable .
2 , n \mbox{\boldmath $\mu$}(\phi A(n))/\mbox{\boldmath $\mu$}(\phi B-l(n))
. apriori measure strongly malign measure , $A,$ $B$
cA,B . , strongly malign
measure $C_{A,B}$ “ ” , $a$ priori measure
$c_{A,B}$ , $A,$ $B$ apriori measure $\tilde{\mu}(A),\tilde{\mu}(B)$ $A,$ $B$
$c(>0)$ , $c_{A,B}=c\tilde{\mu}(A)\tilde{\mu}(B)$ .
5 , semicomputable strongly malign measure ,
apriori measure strongly malign measure
. , measure semicomputable , $a$ priori
measure gstrongly malign measure , , \mbox{\boldmath $\mu$} semicom-
putable ,
$\forall A,$ $B\exists c(>0)\forall n$ [ $\phi_{A}(n)$ $\Rightarrow\mu(\phi_{A}(n))/\mu(\phi_{B}^{-1}(n))\geq c$ ]
$\exists c(>0)\forall A,$ $B\forall n$ [ $\phi_{A}(n)$ $\Rightarrow\mu(\phi_{A}(n))/\mu(\phi_{B}^{-1}(n))\geq c\tilde{\mu}(A)\tilde{\mu}(B)$ ]
, , .
$\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}_{5}$ semicomputable strongly malign measure .
4 2 \mbox{\boldmath $\mu$}(\phi A(n))/\mbox{\boldmath $\mu$}(\phi B-,$(n)$ ) $n$ , malign
measure “ ” . 2
, $n$ ” apriori measure strongly
malign measure .
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6 measure $\mu$ 2 .
(1) $\mu$ apriori measure .
(2) $\mu$ 3 .
(i) $\mu$ semicomputable .
(ii) $\mu(\Sigma^{*})>0$ .
(iii) $c(>0)$ , $A$ $x$ \mbox{\boldmath $\mu$}(x) /
$\mu(\phi_{A}^{-1}(x))\geq c\tilde{\mu}(A)$ .
7 measure $\mu$ 2 .
(1) $\mu$ strongly malign measure .
(2) $\mu$ 2 .
(i) $\mu(\Sigma^{*})>0$ .
(ii) $A$ $c(>0)$ , $x$
$\mu(x)/\mu(\phi_{A}^{-1}(x))\geq c$ .
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